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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2008083511A1] The invention relates to a device comprising a supporting device (30) as a climbing aid (10) for a ski (1), said supporting
device (30) having at least two supporting positions in which it prevents a boot held in a ski binding from going below a climbing angle between
the boot and the ski, associated with each supporting position. Said device is provided with an adjusting device (20) which is actively connected
to the supporting device and can be directly or indirectly operated by a user. The device according to the invention is characterised in that the
adjusting device is embodied in such a way that it moves the supporting device, during an adjusting process, from a present supporting position
into a new supporting position, the start of the adjusting process being temporally staggered in relation to an actuation of the adjusting device.
The adjusting device is embodied in such a way that, following an actuation, it can be maintained in an actuated state during a time interval that
can be determined by the user and especially the adjusting process is triggered during or after the end of the actuated state. The adjusting device
preferably comprises a measuring device embodied in such a way that a longitudinal incline of the ski can be determined in a measuring process
and especially the determined longitudinal incline of the ski can be compared, in the adjusting device, with a current neutral position of the skis,
associated with a current supporting position. Preferably, a control device is used to limit the measuring process of the measuring device to a
desired window of time.
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